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claims to prove in a bankruptcy of the same debtors in England, may do
so; but he must do so upon the terms of bringing in, for the purpose of
dividend, the sum which he has received abroad. As was said by Lord
Eldon,1 "It has been decided that a person cannot come in under an
English commission without bringing into the common fund what
he has received abroad"; and Lord Eldon goes on to point out, what is
obviously the case, that a creditor, because he happened personally to
be in England, would not be obliged to bring this sum into the common
fund—he might keep it if he liked—he might ignore the English
bankruptcy proceeding altogether if he pleased; but if he did not ignore
it, if he sought to take advantage of it . . ., then, on the principle that
he who asks for equity must do equity, he must bring into the common
fund that which he had already received in respect of the obligations of
the same debtors.'
So far the law is clear. The difficult question remains, how- Position
ever, whether a creditor who has obtained payment abroad, ofcreditor
whether by action or not, and who does not seek to participate no par* in*
in the English bankruptcy, can be made to disgorge what he E^b
has recovered, on the ground that he has diminished the fund pr°cee mgs
available for the general body of creditors. In the passage cited
above Lord Cairns, ostensibly quoting Lord Eldon, intimated
that no such action would lie against the creditor, but it is
doubtful whether he correctly interpreted the view of Lord
Eldon. That learned judge admitted that the creditor could not
be compelled to prove in the English bankruptcy, but he went
on to observe that whether the trustee could 'by law in another
form' get the property out of the creditor's hands was a different
question.
There are three cases, all decided between 1791 and 1795,
in which thelssue was raised. These are
unter^J^om^ and PJiilltys v. Hunter*
•	,
i}) vX In Sill v. JVorswick) X, a domiciled Englishman, was adjudicated
bankrupt at Lancaster, Sill being appointed trustee. Worswick, another
domiciled Englishman, after and with full knowledge of the bankruptcy,
made an affidavit before the Mayor of Lancaster of JTs indebtedness to
him, and on the strength of this brought an action in the British West
Indies against a person who held certain moneys of Jf, and recovered ia
full the debt which was due to him' from X.
It was held that the trustee could recover the amount in an action
for money had and received.
1	Selkrigv. Davis (1814), 2 Dow. 230, 249.
2	(1791), i H.B1. 665.	3 (i79r),4T.R. 182.
* (1795), 2 H.B1. 402.

